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Corrigendum
Corrigendum to ‘‘A numerical scheme for two dimensional optimal
control problems with memory effect’’ [Comput. Math. Appl. 59 (2010)
1630–1636]
Ozlem Defterli ∗
Çankaya University, Department of Mathematics & Computer Science, Ogretmenler Cad. 14, 06530, Balgat, Ankara, Turkey
The author presents in below the necessary corrections on page 1631 of the original article ‘‘A numerical scheme for
two-dimensional optimal control problems with memory effect’’ [Comput. Math. Appl. 59 (2010) 1630-1636]:
– The text immediately after Equation 4 should read:
‘‘and satisfying the terminal condition x(a) = c. Here t denotes the time, x(t) and u(t) are a nx × 1 state and nu × 1 control
vectors (not necessarily in same dimension), f and g are a scalar and a nx× 1 vector functions, aDαt x is the left RLFD of order
α of xwith respect to t , and c is a given vector.’’
instead of
‘‘and satisfying the terminal conditions x(a) = c and x(b) = d. Here t denotes the time, x(t) and u(t) are a nx × 1 state and
nu× 1 control vectors (not necessarily in same dimension), f and g are a scalar and a nx× 1 vector functions, aDαt x is the left
RLFD of order α of xwith respect to t , and c , d are given vectors.’’
– The text of the first sentence of the paragraph after Equation 10 should read:
‘‘The equations in (7)–(9) describe the necessary conditions in terms of a Hamiltonian for the FOCP defined above.’’
instead of
‘‘The equations in (7)–(10) describe the necessary conditions in terms of a Hamiltonian for the FOCP defined above.’’
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